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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a mechanism to eliminate the performance anomaly of IEEE 802.11b. Performance anomaly happens when
nodes that have diﬀerent transmission rates are in the same wireless cell.
All the nodes in the cell might experience the same throughput even
though their transmission rates are diﬀerent because DCF of WLAN
provides equal probability of channel access, but it does not guarantee
the equal utilization of the wireless channel among the nodes. To reduce
such a performance anomaly, we adjust the frame size proportionally
depending on the bit rate. Additionally, our scheme eliminates the performance anomaly in multi-hop case. Simulation study shows that our
scheme achieves an improvement in the aggregate throughput and the
fairness.

1

Introduction

The performance of IEEE 802.11b Medium Access Control (MAC) is a challenging issue. Especially, on the fairness of wireless channel utilization, many MAC
layer’s fair scheduling algorithms have been proposed [1, 2, 3, 4]. For the long
term fairness, IEEE 802.11b deﬁnes Distributed Coordination Function (DCF),
which gives every node a same probability to access the wireless channel.
In this paper, we address the problems in the Automatic Rate Fallback
(ARF) of IEEE 802.11[5]. The basic CSMA/CA is at the root of the performance anomaly[1] of 802.11b MAC. If there are nodes which works at diﬀerent
bit rate in the same cell, the 802.11 cell shows the performance anomaly. The
throughput of all hosts that have higher bit rate are degraded, and all the hosts
in the wireless cell experience the same throughput regardless of the transmission rate. The main reason is that CSMA/CA mechanism does not provide the
same probability to utilize the channel while it guarantees that all the nodes in
the same wireless cell have the same probability to access the channel. In terms
of the channel utilization, this is quiet unfair because the higher bit rate node
defers transmission longer than that of the lower bit rate node.
To eliminate such a performance anomaly, we adopt the Maximum Transfer
Unit (MTU) adaptation scheme. By adjusting the MTU size as to the transmission rate, all the nodes can fairly utilize the wireless channel. We show that
our scheme achieves higher throughput than that of normal case. Moreover, it
avoids the performance anomaly in multi-hop situation.
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This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the motivation of this study
in Section 1. In Section 2, the ARF of WLAN and its performance anomaly
are introduced. Section 3 presents our analysis which probes that our scheme
achieves higher throughput than existing method. In Section 4, we diﬀerentiate
our work from previous work. Simulation results by the NS-2 simulator are shown
in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2
2.1

Related Work
ARF of IEEE 802.11b and Its Variants

It is well known that IEEE 802.11 provides multi-rate capability at the physical
layer. ARF deﬁnes several transmission rate of 802.11 for temporal degradation
of wireless channel. When wireless channel is bad, the sender changes the sending
rate to lower level.
ARF takes the advantages of positive ACK in explicit link layer. When a
sender misses two consecutive ACKs, it drops the sending rate by changing
the modulation or channel coding method. In contrast, when timer expires or
consecutive 10 ACKs are received successfully, transmission rate is upgraded to
the next higher data rate.
While the ARF mechanism provides good estimation of link condition between a ﬁxed pair of nodes, it overlooks the fact that actually not the sender
but the receiver need estimation of the channel condition. A direct disadvantage
of ARF scheme can be clearly seen when there are multiple nodes communicating with each other in a wireless network. If a node moves to a location with a
bad radio characteristics (communication blockage), other nodes communicating
with this particular node may experience transmission failures and consequently
the transmission rate would be dropped.
Holland [2] proposed the receiver based auto rate scheme (RBAR). In their
scheme, the receiver estimates the wireless channel condition and gives the sender
feedback information. The sender takes advantage of feedback information and
selects the sending rate.
Sandeghi [6] proposed the opportunistic media access scheme (OAR) which
extends RBAR. The main idea of OAR is to exploit good channel conditions
to transmit as many as possible while retaining the long term fairness provided
by 802.11b. OAR achieves fairness of channel utilization by sending a burst of
packets for a single RTS-CTS handshake. The number of packets transmitted by
OAR in any transmission burst should be limited so as to provide a fair channel
access to all nodes. The fair temporal share is determined as the maximum time
the channel can be occupied if OAR transmitted a single packet at the base rate.
The base rate of a channel is the lowest possible rate with which data can be
transmitted. For example, the base rate of 802.11b channel is 2 Mbps. Thus the
number of packets sent in every burst is limited to at most 5 packets when the
selected transmission rate is 11 Mbps. This guarantees that OAR inherits the
same temporal fairness properties of the protocols based on original 802.11.
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Heusse [7] showed the performance anomaly of 802.11b. They analyzed the
anomaly theoretically by deriving simple expressions for the useful throughput,
validated them by means of simulation, and compared with several performance
measurements. In their results, the throughput experienced at each node is same
although the data rate is diﬀerent. The expression for a throughput is as follows:
Xs = Xf =

Sd
,
(N − 1) · Tf + Ts + Pc (N ) × tjam × N

(1)

Where Xf is throughput at the MAC layer of each of the N-1 fast hosts, Xs
is throughput at the MAC layer of slow host. N is number of nodes, and Tf and
Ts is transmission time for fast nodes and slow node for a packet, respectively.
Pc (N ) is probability of collision, Sd is frame size and tjam is the delayed time
experienced by collision.
In the above expression, the throughput is not related with the sending rate
of a node because all the nodes have the same transmission time and the same
frame sizes.

3
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If we adjust packet size depending on the bit rate of the node, the time to utilize
a channel will be fair. MTU size for a node can be expressed as follows:
SM T U
LM T U
=
r
R

(2)

R
LM T U
=
= K, (K > 1)
(3)
SM T U
r
Where LMTU is MTU size of a fast bit rate node, R is the transmission rate
of the fast bit rate node at MAC layer, SMTU is MTU size of a slow node, r is
the transmission rate of the slow node. The ratio between the high bit rate and
the low bit rate is k.
The expression (1) could be modiﬁed as follows.
Xf =

LM T U
(N − 1) · Tf + Ts + Pc (N ) × tjam × N

=k·
Xs =

SM T U
,
(N − 1) · Tf + Ts + Pc (N ) × tjam × N

SM T U
.
(N − 1) · Tf + Ts + Pc (N ) × tjam × N

(4)
(5)

Therefore, we can say that Xf , Xs is proportional to the bit rate of the node.
Furthermore, we show that aggregated throughput in a cell increases. There are
N nodes in the same wireless cell, N-1 of them have high bit rate, R, and there
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is only one node has low bit rate, r. To compare the aggregated throughput
of a system, we deﬁne two diﬀerent systems. At ﬁrst, all the nodes are using
the same LMTU frame size (system A). Secondly, lower bit rate node uses small
MTU (SMTU), which is proportional to the bit rate (system B). We compare the
aggregate throughput of two systems. We have the same assumptions with [7].
Ta =

N
−1


Xf (i) + Xs (N ) = N ·

i=1

Tb =

N
−1


Xf (i) + Xs (N ) =

i=1

LM T U
,
T imeA

(N − 1) · LM T U + SM T U
,
T imeB

Tb ≥ Ta ,

(6)

(7)
(8)

Where Xf (i) is the throughput experienced at high transmission rate host i,
Xs (N ) is the throughput experienced at low transmission rate host N. T imeA ,
T imeB is the expectation of the time consumed for transmitting a packet. Ta
and Tb mean the expectation of aggregated throughput of system A and B
respectively.
We have to show that Tb is greater than or equal to Ta . We introduce more
symbol conventions with [7].
tjam =

2
2
Ts + (1 − )Tf
N
N

2 
2
Ts + (1 − )Tf
N
N
T imeA = (N − 1) · Tf + Ts + Pc (N ) · N · tjam
tjam  =

T imeB = (N − 1) · Tf + Ts  + Pc (N ) · N · tjam  .
Applying the above equations to the equation (8), we get following inequality.
Ts − T s  ≥

(N − 2) · Pc (N ) · (LM T U − SM T U ) − N · SM T U
· Tf .
(1 + Pc (N )) · ((N − 1) · LM T U + SM T U )

(9)

Using equation (2) and (3), we get absolute inequality (10) as follows:
(K −1)·{(K −1)(n−1)+n}+(K −1)·Pc (n)·{(K −1)(n−1)+2}+n ≥ 0, (10)
Where K is greater than 1, N is natural number greater than 1 and Pc(N)
always resides between 0 and 1. So, it proves the inequality expression (8).

4
4.1

Discussion
Comparison with Other Fairness Methods

Many studies proposed the fair scheduling mechanisms in MAC layer. They
usually modify the mechanism that controls the contention window. MACAW
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[1], Estimation based backoﬀ[3], and Distributed Fair Scheduling[4] consider the
fairness problem in 802.11. However, they do not address the problems that
occur with multi-rate PHY.
TXOP which is adopted in 802.11e is a good approach to be compared with.
TXOP regulates Network Allocation Vector (NAV) to utilize the network fairly
for all the nodes in the same wireless cell. By allocating more time to the higher
bit rate nodes, QoS for each nodes is discriminated. Thus, TXOP achieves fairness without fragmentation. However, in multi-hop environments, TXOP has
problems in cases. When adjacent cells presents diﬀerent lowest bit rates as in
ﬁgure 2, several problems occur. At ﬁrst, the forwarding node is located in the
intersection of two cells, the forwarding node’s TXOP operation oscillates. The
reason of oscillation is that the nodes in the intersection of two cells may communicate to either a cell presents lower bit rate or that presents higher bit rate.
In addition, the cell which has lower bit rate nodes have more time utilization.
The forwarding node’s oscillation makes serious impact on network traﬃc pattern. Because the nodes in the lower bit rate side may send more packets per
channel acquisition than the other side, the forwarding node could not send all
the packets that it has received even though the forwarder catches the channel.
That is, performance anomaly is diﬀused from a node to a cell and the forwarder
may congested by this inter-cell performance anomaly.
For the same case, on the other hands, our scheme succeeds in keeping fairness
of channel utilization among the nodes in both cells. Because all the nodes in
the both cells have same time utilization, the forwarder does not congested by
the inter-cell performance anomaly.
4.2

Implementation Issue

Our scheme works well with other receiver based feedback mechanisms. We just
modiﬁed the packet size, so other rate control scheme can be applied transparently. Our scheme can be simply applied by adjusting the MTU size or MSS
(Maximum Segment Size) of TCP. That is, by simply modifying a variable, we
can achieve fairness of the WLANs while the previous schemes need modiﬁcation
at MAC layer.

5

Simulation Results

We did simulation study through NS-2 simulator[9]. We show that our scheme
can easily eliminate the performance anomaly. In the point of view of both the
throughput and the fairness sides, our results show higher values. Speciﬁcally,
the throughput has been increased up to 20% in best case. Moreover, fairness
improves up to 70% than normal cases.
All the nodes are in the communication range and only one of them works at
1Mbps and the rest of the nodes work at 11Mbps rate. We use uniform random
error model and ricean propagation model. Nodes are placed at randomly-chosen
location within 250m ranged area. Simulation time is 150s and all the nodes use
the same TCP traﬃc. We measure the throughput of each TCP sessions, and
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Fig. 1. Fairness Index and Aggregate throughput through the number of nodes

compare the aggregate throughput and throughput fairness. The fairness follows
the Jain’s fairness index[8].
Figure 1 shows the improvements in throughput and fairness index in one
hop case. In one hop case, OAR have the highest throughput, but fairness value
oscillates. In the proposed methods, throughput is lower than OAR because
our scheme have more overhead from channel contention. On the other hands,
fairness keeps almost same value with OAR and it shows more stable behavior
than OAR.
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Fig. 2. Topology for Multi-hop case

OAR achieves higher throughput than normal case in one hop case. However,
it presents serious fairness degradation in multi-hop case. To investigate the
anomaly in multi-hop case, we modiﬁed the topology of the network as in ﬁgure 2.
Through the simulation, we found that the throughput of the cell 2 is seriously degraded. This agrees with our expectation as stated in previous Section.
Moreover, the fairness of cell 2 also degrades. The reason for this degradation
is that the relay node catches the wireless channel longer than neighbor nodes.
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While all the nodes in the same cell have the same probability to catch the wireless channel, the relay have higher probability in the same time. We present the
throughput fairness index of the both schemes.
Figure 3 shows fairness index of cell 1, cell 2, and overall cases. In normal
case, cell 1 has performance anomaly because diﬀerent rate nodes are transmitting data simultaneously in the cell. On the other hands, OAR has performance
anomaly in cell 2. The degradation of OAR is owing to the unfair channel utilization among the nodes. The relay node catches the wireless channel longer
than its neighbors. As a result, cell 2 presents the performance anomaly. Our
scheme avoids performance anomaly because our scheme keeps utilization same
with its neighbor by adjusting the MTU size. Additionally, our scheme has more
ﬁne-grained channel access control, so the fairness is kept higher value.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a scheme which eliminates the performance anomaly
of 802.11b. By adjusting the packet size to the transmitting bit rate, we can
successfully overcome the performance anomaly. Presented solution makes an
improvement not only in throughput but also in fairness among the sessions by
20% and 70% in our best cases. Compared with TXOP operation in 802.11e, our
solution does not present the fairness problem even in the multi-hop case.
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